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COURSE DESCRIPTION:
People regularly define literacy as the ability to read and write. However,
that definition ignores not only the contexts in which and the reasons why we read and
write but also the changing ways in which we now read and write online. Therefore, we’ll
work this semester to complicate and critique that common definition of literacy, and in
so doing, we’ll explore what literacy means and looks like in the context of the digital.
Our work this semester will be informed and guided by the following big ideas:
• rhetoric is multimodal, epistemic, and a tool for solving problems;
• literacies (plural) are performed with and through technologies and result in
inclusion and exclusion;
• nothing is new or original;
• technology isn’t neutral, but it doesn’t determine culture;
• rhetoric, technology, and literacy shape and are shaped by culture.
With these big ideas in mind, we’ll take up the following questions (and more):
• what is literacy, and what does it mean to be literate?
• how is literacy both descriptive and evaluative?
• how does literacy create and perpetuate inequities?
• how are literacies compared, contrasted, and situated hierarchically?
• what is the relationship between literacy and cognition?
• how does access impact and affect literacy acquisition and instruction?
• how do technologies emerge, evolve, and gain traction historically?
• how do we use digital technologies to participate in and comment on culture?
• how are knowledge and meaning created in digital spaces, and how is such
creation restricted?
• why and how do disinformation and fake news circulate digitally, and how can
we locate and determine which information is credible?
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To expand your own digital literacies, you’ll use various technologies and composing
tools to create a diverse set of digital texts for external real-world audiences. Along the
way, you’ll employ various digital literacy practices such as content and interface
design, remediation and remix, and researching in a publish-then-filter economy. And
throughout the course, you’ll grapple with the personal, social, ethical educational,
economic, and political consequences of these (often emerging) digital literacy
practices.
To assist you in this exploration
of digital ways of knowing and
doing, you’ll work with (and
against) various frameworks for
understanding literacy and
literate acts in Unit 1. Then, in
Unit 2, you’ll be introduced to
some media theories, which
you’ll use to examine the
connections between media, old
and new. And in Unit 3, you’ll
consider the ways digital
technologies are impacting our
education and facilitating the
creation and circulation of
disinformation and fake news
that mark the current post-truth
era.
In total, then, we’ll move across three units:
• Unit 1: Literacy, Literacies, and the Digital
• Unit 2: The Evolution and Intersection of Technologies and Texts
• Unit 3: The Rise of Disinformation and Fake News in the Post-Truth Era

GOALS AND OUTCOMES:
•
•
•
•
•

Upon successfully completing this course, you’ll be able to:
think critically and rhetorically with and about technology;
critique traditional notions of literacy and offer alternative nuanced definitions;
comprehend the implications of digital literacy practices personally, socially,
educationally, economically, and politically;
perform literate acts to create texts appropriate for various audiences, purposes,
genres, and media;
understand better technologies and media, old and new and the connections
between, and the ways they inform what, why, where, and how we can compose
(and who can compose);
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•
•

articulate and identify the ways texts interact and intersect with one another
through practices such as remix and remediation; and
define and classify disinformation and fake news while also understanding the
digital’s influence in the recent rise and appeal of both.

REQUIRED TEXTS:
None: all assigned readings are available on Canvas

SOME NOTES ON THE READINGS: If some of the texts we read seem
impenetrable at first (especially during the first unit of the semester), don’t fret: that’s
completely understandable. Some of the authors are dense writers; some are writing in
a different moment in time and to a different audience. Most are also drawing from a
different discourse community (i.e., vocabulary), and they may be expressing ideas that
challenge your worldview. You might also lack an understanding of the historical
context as well as the professional practices and knowledge that are informing the
writer(s) and the(ir) work.
I’ll do my absolute best to summarize and unpack key arguments and concepts in class,
and I encourage you to follow-up with during class, me via email, or during digital office
hours if you want additional instruction. That said, you won’t be able to rely on just me,
and I won’t spend class time doing lectures. Consequently, I expect you to engage
meaningfully and critically with the readings, even if they’re confusing and difficult to
comprehend, as they’ll prove imperative to your ability to participate in weekly
discussions and complete QQTs and Weekly Activities.

ASSIGNMENTS:
•
•
•
•

Project 1: Social Media Literacy Narrative
o Corresponding Rhetorical Rationale
Project 2: Technology/Text Genealogy or Remediation/Remix
o Corresponding Rhetorical Rationale
Weekly Activities (10 total)
QQTs (20 total)

Project 1 - Social Media Literacy Narrative: Using digital technologies of
your choosing, you’ll create a digital text that narrates and analyzes a significant
personal experience (or set thereof) involving social media that contributes to a larger
on-going conversation surrounding social media, literacy, identity, and digital culture.
DUE: Tuesday, October 19th.
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Project 2 - Technology/Text Genealogy: After learning about some media
theories and, in particular, the way texts remediate and remix that which came before,
you’ll select a particular technology or text and trace the foundational antecedent
technologies and/or texts that influenced the design and development of it. You can
create, design, and deliver this digital genealogy using whichever digital technologies
you deem appropriate to your task.

or
Project 2 - Remediation/Remix: You’ll respond to a real-world rhetorical situation
of your choosing by creating a remediation and/or remix of an existing text (or set
thereof). In so doing, you’ll pay particular attention to purpose, transformation, audience,
circulation, genre, medium, copyright, and fair use. Unlike prior projects, this project
does not need to be digital. DUE: Thursday,
December 16th.
With each project, you’ll also
complete a Rhetorical
Rationale. These rationales invite
you to share parts of your composing
process, to clarify and elaborate on
specific portions of your project, and
to reflect on your project and the
process of creating it. More
importantly, however, these
rationales are a space for you to
identify and justify the rhetorical and
technological choices you made in
the creation of your project.

Weekly Activities (10 total): In an effort not only to engage with the course’s
content and assigned readings in multiple ways but also to prepare you to complete
your two Projects, you’ll complete ten weekly activities. Posted in the “Weekly Activities”
page on Thursdays, these exercises will have specific instructions and will be due the
following Tuesday by the end of the day.

QQTs (20 total): This course is designed to help you both know and do: in other
words, know digital literacies and, in turn, enact, reflect on, and write about them in wellinformed, thoughtful ways. In working toward that goal, you’ll need to interact in earnest
with the assigned readings—because if you don’t, it’ll be incredibly difficult for you to
participate in the weekly discussions and complete your Weekly Activities and Projects.
That said, reading is typically an incentive-based activity, and most readings leave us
with both insights and questions—some that seek clarification and others that are
contemplative.
Thus, to help you both understand better the readings and prepare for Weekly Activities
and Projects, you’ll provide “2 Questions and 1 Takeaway” (QQT) for each (set of)
assigned reading(s) that include a QQT. You’ll post your questions and takeaway
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(together) to the “QQTs” page on Canvas, and then we’ll work with those readings
(including your questions and takeaways) during class.
In short, QQTs are valuable for three reasons:
1. they let me know whether you’re keeping up with the assigned readings (I can
sniff out a bullshitted QQT, btw),
2. they encourage you to read through a critical lens, and
3. they provide questions for us to explore in our weekly discussions.
In terms of questions, don’t post hypothetical questions, questions
for which you already have an answer, or
questions that could be answered easily
through a quick Google or Wikipedia
search. Instead, try to ask two types of
questions:
1. content questions: those intended
to clarify and help you comprehend
what you read, and
2. critical questions: those that engage
critically with the text by
applying and/or critiquing the
content therein.

GRADING:
To evaluate your work and to determine your overall grade in the course, I
am using labor-based contract grading. For many of you, this form of assessment will
be new, but the purpose of evaluating your work this way is to recognize and reward
your labor, clarify the expectations for your labor, and individualize my feedback to you.
In short, you will only receive one grade: the final grade of the course. Rather than grade
your work according to an allotment of points, I’ll evaluate your work based on whether
it meets specific standards spelled out in the “Assignment Descriptions” section above.
In the ensuing chart, I detail the exact amount of labor required to earn an A, B, C, or D in
the course, so you can decide which grade to work toward with a clear understanding
of what it will take to achieve that grade. If you do all the work as specified below, you
will receive the corresponding grade. There is no partial credit and no averaging of
assignments.
To earn Do all of the following

A

•
•
•
•
•

Complete Projects 1 and 2
Complete the Rhetorical Rationale for Projects 1 and 2
Complete 9 of 10 Weekly Activities
Complete 17 of 20 QQTs
Have 4 or fewer unexcused absences
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B

•
•
•
•
•

Complete Projects 1 and 2
Complete the Rhetorical Rationale for Projects 1 and 2
Complete 7 of 10 Weekly Activities
Complete 15 of 20 QQTs
Have 6 or fewer unexcused absences

C

•
•
•
•
•

Complete Projects 1 and 2
Complete the Rhetorical Rationale for Projects 1 and 2
Complete 5 of 10 Weekly Activities
Complete 10 of 20 QQTs
Have 8 or fewer unexcused absences

D

•
•
•
•

Complete Projects 1 or 2
Complete 3 of 10 Weekly Activities
Complete 7 of 20 QQTs
Have 10 or fewer unexcused absences

F

Fail to meet all the requirements for a D.

LATE WORK:
For us to maintain our schedule and for you to be a positive presence in
class, you’ll want to participate weekly and on time.
That said, we’re still in a pandemic, and I also believe in flexibility and that you tend to
get what you put in. Given that, you can submit work after the deadline and still receive
full credit (remember: there is no partial credit). In general, I’d prefer that you take
additional time to produce work that is indicative of your abilities rather than produce
rushed work that is of lower quality but in on time. However, please let me know if you
think you’ll need an extension beyond, say, a couple of days.
Furthermore, please don’t abuse this late work policy. This course will function best, and
we’ll learn best from each other, when all of us are participating consistently and on
time. Moreover, my experience has shown that students who do tend to procrastinate
find the mounting work to be too overwhelming, resulting in them giving up on the
course rather than attempting to get caught up. In other words, I encourage you to treat
this late work policy as a parachute to use when needed; this is not an invitation to
procrastinate.
Lastly, if the timeliness of your work is being affected by extenuating circumstances
(e.g., ADA, health-related issues, emergencies, severe computer and technical
problems, etc.), please reach out to me and let me know; I can provide you with proper
accommodations if they’re warranted. And if you ever have any questions or concerns
about deadlines, just contact me via email.
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ATTENDANCE:
Coming to class is (duh!) important. Our time spent as a class sharing
ideas, engaging in dialogue, and grappling with larger theories, ideas, and concepts will
prove most beneficial to your development as a student and your understanding of
digital literacies. As such, and as stated on the labor-based contract grading chart,
attendance is part of your labor, and accruing too many unexcused absences will
prevent you from earning certain grades.
That said, there are “excused” absences.
These include documented illness (including
covid-related quarantines/absences), deaths
in the family and other documented crises, call
to active military duty or jury duty, religious
holy days, and official University activities.
These absences will be accommodated in a
way that does not arbitrarily penalize students
who have a valid excuse. Consideration will
also be given to students whose dependent
children experience serious illness.
Please also note that punctuality is important.
The class and I start on time; you should be
there. Three tardies will result in an absence. It

is better to be five minutes early than late.

Lastly, if possible, please do let me know if you’re going to be absent and why.
Attendance is mandatory, yes, but I’m also fully aware that life is messy and
complicated, shit happens, and we’re (still) in the midst of a global pandemic. As such,
please do keep me updated about your situation if you find yourself missing class,
struggling with the course, and/or unable to meet work deadlines. We can always talk
through your situation and arrange alternative solutions to keep you involved and get
you back on track.

PLAGIARISM:
Since we’re all here to learn, I assume you won’t cheat or plagiarize. Although
the concept of originality is fraught and frequently misunderstood and oversimplified,
blatant plagiarism is still incredibly tacky. Plain and simple: it will not be tolerated.
If you have any questions concerning plagiarism and/or citation, please contact me. For
more information regarding Ball State’s policies on plagiarism and academic
dishonesty, you can view the Handbook of Students’ Rights and Responsibilities:
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http://cms.bsu.edu/about/administrativeoffices/studentrights/policiesandprocedures/s
tudentcode/viiethicspolicy

THE WRITING CENTER:
All writers improve with practice and
feedback, so as a student in this course, you are
encouraged to use the Writing Center to get additional
feedback on your writing. This fall, the Writing Center is
offering online appointments only due to the ongoing
pandemic. To schedule a free appointment to discuss your
writing, go to www.bsu.edu/writingcenter. This website also
contains a new chatbox feature where folks can ask quick
questions about their writing without having to make a full
appointment.

PRIVACY:
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) protects your
privacy as a student; university personnel and faculty, which includes me, are never
permitted to share information about your academic progress with anyone outside the
university (e.g., your parents) without your
permission. All our intellectual work and all
of my feedback will be submitted through
Canvas or email and thus will not be
available to any audience outside of our
class community. Feedback on individual
projects will be between you and me solely.
Discussion posts and my replies will be
viewable to group members and
classmates. In short, your privacy is
important to me and to Ball State University
and this course will adhere to FERPA
guidelines.

DISABILITY SERVICES:
If you need course adaptations or accommodations because of a disability,
please contact me as soon as possible. Ball State's Disability Services office
coordinates services for students with disabilities; documentation of a disability needs
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to be on file in that office before any accommodations can be provided. Disability
Services can be contacted at 765-285-5293 or dsd@bsu.edu.

NON-DISCRIMINATION:
Ball State University is committed to fostering and promoting a healthy
learning community, and so am I. All students in this class will be treated with respect,
tolerance, and equality regardless of race, religion, ethnicity, national origin, disability,
sexual orientation, gender, age, or economic status. If for any reason any of you feel
discriminated against in our virtual classroom based on these differences, you should
reach out to me or my department chair, Patrick Collier (Links to an external site.). The
Office of University Compliance or the Office of Student Rights and Community
Standards may be contacted if you are not satisfied with the results of meeting with me
and/or Dr. Collier. The Ball State University community believes in the strength of
diversity and recognizes the importance of appreciating equality.

DIVERSITY STATEMENT:
Ball State University aspires to be a university that attracts and retains a
diverse faculty, staff and student body. We are committed to ensuring that all members
of the campus community are welcome through our practice of valuing the various
experiences and world views of those we serve. We promote a culture of respect and
civil discourse as evident in our Beneficence Pledge. For Bias Incident Response service
information, go to bsu.edu/multiculturalcenter/bias or e-mail mc2@bsu.edu.

MASK POLICY:
Based on current CDC guidance recommending the wearing of face masks
for all people—regardless of vaccination status—in public indoor settings in
communities where the rate of coronavirus transmission is high or substantial, all
employees, students, and campus visitors are required to wear a mask while inside any
University building. This requirement is effective on August 9, 2021. Fully vaccinated
people are not required to wear masks outdoors.

CIVILITY SHEET:
I will tolerate neither disruptive language nor disruptive behavior, which
includes—but is not limited to—violent, belligerent, and bigoted remarks,
including sexist, racist, homophobic, transphobic, and xenophobic language.
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While I do not disagree that each of you
have a right to your own opinions,
inflammatory language founded in
ignorance, bigotry, or hate is
unacceptable and will be dealt with
immediately.
In short, we will subscribe to the paradox
of intolerance, which states that if we are
committed to a tolerant society then we
must not tolerate the intolerant.
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course calendar
DIGITAL LITERACIES

FALL 2021
Unit 1: Literacy, Literacies, and the Digital

week 1: rhetoric and the rhetorical situation
•

Lloyd Bitzer’s “The Rhetorical Situation”

week 2: the rhetorical situation (cont.) and literacy crises
•
•
•

Richard Vatz’s “The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation”
Merrill Sheils’s “Why Johnny Can’t Write”
Andrea Lunsford’s “Our Semi-Literate Youth? Not So Fast”

week 3: speech and writing
•
•
•

Plato’s “Phaedrus”
Walter Ong’s “Writing is a Technology that Restructures Thought”
Deborah Brandt’s “Introduction” (from Literacy as Involvement)

week 4: (visual) literacy
•
•
•

Anne Wyscoki and Johndan Johnson-Eilola’s “Blinded by the Letter: Why are
We Using Literacy as a Metaphor for Everything Else?”
Marc Hill’s Book Review of Elaine Richardson’s African American Literacies
Lester Faigley’s “Material Literacy and Visual Design”

week 5: visual persuasion and the digital divide
•
•

Martin Gurri et al.’s “Our Visual Persuasion Gap”
Cynthia Selfe’s “The Perils of Not Paying Attention”

week 6: algorithms, tech dystopia, and automation
•
•

Safiya Noble’s “Introduction” (from Algorithms of Oppression)
“Are We Already Living in a Tech Dystopia?”

week 7: frameworks for digital literacies
•
•

Rodney Jones and Christoph Hafner’s “Mediated Me”
Stuart Selber’s “Reimagining Computer Literacy”
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week 8: fall break
Unit 2: The Intersection of Technologies & Texts

week 9: remediation
•
•

Dennis Baron’s “From Pencils to Pixels”
Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin’s Remediation: Understanding New

Media

o “Introduction”
o “Chapter 1: Immediacy, Hypermediacy, and Remediation”

DUE: Social Media Literacy Narrative (10/19)

week 10: remediation (cont.) and remix
•
•
•
•

Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin’s “Chapter 2: Mediation and
Remediation”
Lawrence Lessig’s “Laws that Choke Creativity” (TED Talk)
Brett Gaylor’s RiP: A Remix Manifesto (documentary)
Kirby Ferguson’s “Everything’s a Remix” (web-series)

week 11: copyright, fair use, and digital education
•
•
•
•

Jeffery Galin’s “The Fair Use Battle for Scholarly Works”
Austin Kleon’s “How to Steal Like an Artist” (TED Talk)
Mark Bauerlein’s “Introduction” (from The Dumbest Generation)
Mark Bauerlein’s “Online Literacy is a Lesser Kind”

Unit 3: The Rise of Disinformation and Fake News in
the Post-Truth Era

week 12: hyperattention, laptops, and publish-then-filter
•
•
•

Michael Neal’s “Hyperattention”
Clay Shirky’s “Why I Just Asked My Students to Put Their Laptops Away”
Clay Shirky’s “Publish, then Filter”

week 13: fake news, post-truth, and cognitive biases
•
•
•
•

Lee McIntyre’s “What is Post Truth?”
Ali Velshi’s “How Fake News Grows in a Post-Fact World” (TED Talk)
Lee McIntyre’s “The Roots of Cognitive Bias”
Massimo Maoret’s “The Social Construction of Facts: Surviving a Post-Truth
World”
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~ thanksgiving break ~
week 14: media manipulation and facebook disinformation
•
•

Alice Marwick and Rebecca Lewis’s “Media Manipulation and Disinformation
Online”
Siva Vaidhyanathan’s “The Disinformation Machine”

week 15: trolling, online harassment, and toxic masculinity
•
•
•

Whitney Phillips’s “Introduction” (from This is Why We Can’t Have Nice Things:
Mapping the Relationship Between Online Trolling and Mainstream Culture)
Peggy Orenstein’s “The Miseducation of the American Boy” (CW: rape culture)
Casey Newton’s “The Trauma Floor: The Secret Lives of Facebook
Moderators in America”

finals week
DUE: Technology/Text Genealogy or Remediation/Remix (12/16)
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